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DTP Vaccine History. Why do terrible things continue to happen?

Many people are shocked and dismayed when they learn of some atrocity on the planet that continues even
when:

1. There is evidence that it is happening… and …
2. There is a clear path to stopping the destruction

Why would “they” continue to do that?

A perfect example of this is the story of the DTP vaccine. It was once given to Americans, in the 1970’s, 1980’s,
and continuing into the 1990’s. However, it proved to be too “reactinogenic”, causing too many “adverse
events” following vaccination, such as Sudden Infant Death (SIDS). Even the manufacturer knew about these
harms after a cluster of SIDS in Kentucky in 1979, and yet continued to produce and promote the vaccine.

What? Four babies died of SIDS following DTP vaccination in 1979?

Yes. Four dead babies in Kentucky1. These infants had all died within 24 hours following their �rst DPT
vaccination. All four children had received a vaccine from the same lot.

Did they stop producing the vaccine after it killed babies?

No, they didn’t…

…In fact, Wyeth, the pharmaceutical company producing DTP, set out to make sure that the batches were
spread out over the states, we can only assume, so that it would be less likely that the dead babies would be
attributed to their DTP Vaccines.

Historical note: Wyeth was purchased by P�zer in 20092.

2 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wyeth
1 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK234368/
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Wyeth Pharmaceuticals Internal Memo
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Well, Wyeth was unable to hide it forever. Barbara Loe Fisher, whose son was severely harmed neurologically by
DTP became a warrior mom and banded together with other parents whose children were injured by DTP.
Her advocacy grew into an organization that is known today as the National Vaccine Information Center3.

In 1996, “Nearly 15 years after parents of children injured by the whole cell pertussis (whooping
cough) vaccine in the DPT shot banded together and called for a safer pertussis vaccine, on July
31 the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) �nally licensed an acellular pertussis vaccine for
babies under 18 months of age.” 4

One would think that would have been the end of the DTP vaccine. But, baby killing DTP was not
retired. Today it is still used in “developing countries”, such as Africa5 and India6… you know, where black and
brown people live.

In March 2017, Dr. Peter Aaby, who is renowned for studying and promoting vaccines in Africa with over 300
published studies7 , was the lead author of the placebo controlled study of mortality and health outcomes
following DTP vaccination. His study concluded that children vaccinated with DTP were 10 times more likely
to die in the �rst 6 months of life than the unvaccinated.8

Following the study Dr. Peter, Aaby stated:

“All currently available evidence suggests that DTP vaccine may kill more children from other
causes than it saves from diphtheria, tetanus or pertussis.”9

This study was concluded in 2017, but DTP continues to be injected into healthy babies in the developing
world, and continues to be touted by UNICEF and theWHO as a lifesaving intervention10 when the scienti�c
evidence is clearly contrary to that claim. UNICEF was noti�ed of their error in overlooking the study in
December of 2017 by ICanDecide.org11, however, their stance has not been altered in these nearly 6 years.

But why would they continue to inject babies with a vaccine they know is harmful, killing babies?

11

https://icandecide.org/article/the-ican-notice-to-the-united-nations-international-childrens-emergency-fund-unicef-h
ighlighting-a-recent-study-showing-increased-death-rates-amongst-children-who-had-received-the-dtp-vaccine/

10

https://www.unicef.org/supply/media/17606/file/Diphtheria-Tetanus-Pertussis-Vaccine-Containing-Market-and-Supply-Update-J
une-2023.pdf

9 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5360569/
8 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5360569/
7 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=PETER+AABY%5BAuthor+-+Full%5D
6 https://www.babycenter.in/a25022366/the-dtp-vaccine
5 https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/29616207/
4 https://www.nvic.org/newsletter/dec-1996/vaccine-danger-coverups
3 nvic.org
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The Spiritual Battle
Why do these terrible things continue?

Comprehending the answer to this question may require a worldview shift. This is why people tend to look
away. They love comfort more than the truth. Are you ready to expand your comfort zone?

Men, Women, there is a big picture here. You will be able to see it, if you are willing.
To see the core of the matter, one must know �rst, that THERE IS A GOD, and second, that there is a being
who is mankind’s adversary. Many of us were raised to call the being Lucifer or Satan, other cultures have other
names. Some may suggest that we, mankind, in our choice to separate from God, to deny God, create “the
adversary”.

This is not only a Judeo-Christian concept. It is universal. There are many ways of describing the same thing. I
reiterate, to be able to conceptualize the big picture, one must attempt to look at what is happening on the
planet through this lens:

1. There is a God, Almighty Creator
2. There is an adversary, accusing mankind, willfully separated from God

Unlike 50 years ago, there are many people now who claim to be Atheists: who deny the existence of a Creator;
who believe we evolved from protoplasm, randomly, from a vast and meaningless universe. I am asking these
people to suspend their current worldview, and attempt to see through di�erent eyes. Even for those who do
acknowledge the existence of a Creator, I am asking you to see beyond the material and connect dots from the
material into the spiritual.

Consider that we are participants in a spiritual battle. It is both within and without. It
manifests as terrible, unjust things happening in the world. It manifests as the bad, false, and ugly in the world
and within ourselves.

It manifests as fear.

The adversary seeks to enslave mankind and prove to God that we are worshiping him, not God. The
enslavement is multi-faceted, and it begins with the mind. Again, the adversary does not have to be
conceptualized as the horned little devil on your shoulder, this can be the energy or will to separate from the
Creator; to choose worldly attainment over what is good and right. For simplicity, I will call this being Satan.
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The Ongoing Trial in the Heavenly Court
Now, imagine there is a heavenly court as is written in the Bible in Job & Revelation, and Satan is there
accusing mankind. His accusations are of our failures to live according to the will of God. All of our mistakes:
all of our idol worship of money, pharmakeia, heroes, etc., our unwillingness to take responsibility for what
happens in Earth, blasphemy, greed, and the list goes on and on…unceasingly. These are all being brought as
evidence.

And I heard a loud voice saying in heaven, Now is come salvation, and strength,
and the kingdom of our God, and the power of his Christ: for the accuser of our
brethren is cast down, which accused them before our God day and night.
-Revelation 12:10

Satan’s claim (legal term) is that by acting against the will of God we are worshiping him, Satan. By worshiping
him, and all of the worldly goods and idols he uses to trick us with, and all of the atrocities we allow in Earth,
we have chosen to make Satan our god.

What we choose is powerful.

As is written in Genesis 1:26-2812, God has given us “dominion” in Earth. The 1511 Geneva Translation uses
the word “rule”13:

Furthermore God said, “Let us make man in our image according to our likeness, and
let them rule over the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the heaven, and over the
beasts, and over all the earth, and over everything that creepeth and moveth on the
earth.” -Genesis 1:26

13 https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Genesis+1%3A26-28&version=GNV
12 https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Genesis+1%3A26-28&version=KJV
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Mankind is Given All the Power Over All the Earth
This declaration by God, and the depth of responsibility and power that accompanies it, is grossly
underestimated by the average man or woman. Since we have dominion or rule over all the Earth and that
which is in it, we can also choose to give up our position. We can delegate it to another being. We can delegate
it to Satan.

Satan’s claim is that we, mankind, have done just that. We have denied our responsibility and have delegated
our dominion or rule in Earth to him. We have chosen to crown him god in Earth, thereby submitting our
authority to him and placing our stamp of approval on all of the destruction he has designed, ultimately the
demise of us, mankind.

We are always given an opportunity to choose, and by our choices and by our actions, we, mankind, determine
the outcome of Satan’s appeal to God. We decide his fate. Will he be a god, our god, as he claims, or will he be
cast down. We must participate. (And fortunately, if we read the Bible, we know how it ends.)

All that is wrong in Earth, we have allowed it. With our free will, we must choose to do the will of God to make
it right. We, mankind, are the rulers in Earth. It must be this way. This is how God, the Almighty Creator, set
up this realm. It is a free will experience. God will not violate our free will, and it is for this very reason that
terrible things are allowed to happen. God will not intervene until we ask. We must call in the spiritual
assistance we need to make it right, or the spirit realm will not come to our aid.

It’s a choice. We must choose God. We must choose the Good, the True & the Beautiful. We must choose to
live our divine birthright, responsibly, and in co-creation with our Creator. We must invite God into our lives.
We Are One with God, IF we choose.

However, anytime we put gods before the Almighty, we create the adversary in our lives. The adversary has no
power without our choice to separate from the will of God. The devil is in the details, the details of our
choices.

When do we shirk our responsibility, or take the easy path instead of the right path?
When do we make decisions without including our Creator in the decision?
When do we justify death and destruction?
When do we allow atrocities to persist, thinking it is someone else’s problem?
When do we prioritize pro�t over people?

We, with our free will, choose and thereby create the world we see.
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Prayer for Discernment

Lord, Almighty Creator, grant me the discernment to see how I have been
deceived by Satan, the father of lies, the accuser, the adversary.

Show me how I have participated in his destruction and desecration of Your
Holy Creation.

I renounce Satan and all of his works, desires, and plans.
I am willing to follow Your will. I am willing to be used by You.
Forgive me for my errors. Forgive me for being gullible. Forgive me for not

taking responsibility.
I ask You to direct my steps. I ask You to send in Your angels to help mankind

restore Your will in Earth.
Thank You for this beautiful Earth. May Your will be done. And so it is.

Yeshua (Jesus) speaks to those who deny him:

You belong to your father, the devil, and you want to carry out your father’s desire.
He was a murderer from the beginning, not holding to the truth, for there is no
truth in him.When he lies, he speaks his native language, for he is a liar and the
father of lies.

-John 8:4414

14 https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=John+8%3A44&version=KJV
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The Case Against Mankind in the Heavenly Court: Pharmakeia as Evidence
The medical system and all of its unsavory trimmings is used as one of the many pieces of evidence being
presented by Satan in the heavenly court to accuse mankind. It is also being used right here in Earth to attempt
to unite the world into one "religion". This religion I call “Scientism”. This religion is being inserted into the
consciousness of man with the words “public health” or “the Science”.

The dominant, allopathic, medical system is built on inversions and false concepts. Allopathic doctors and
researchers study the dead and think they will know how to treat the living. They cut and poison people and
call it health care. It is a system built on falsehoods, insane premises, and illogical, unscienti�c nonsense. It is a
system that has no understanding of life and no reverence for it.

Read my article The Modern Medical System: A Death Cult to dive deeper into the medical system.15

One of the crowning achievements of the Allopathic Medical system is, according to them, vaccines.
The world health organization states: “immunization is one of the most successful public health
interventions”.16 The claim is that vaccines have “eradicated disease” and “saved lives”. However with a small
e�ort anyone can �nd that these claims are not supported by evidence. One does have to go to the source
materials to discover the truth and the book “Dissolving Illusions”17, by Dr. Suzanne Humphries and Roman
Bystrianyk, does exactly that. Granted, there has been a monumental e�ort to dissuade people from
questioning vaccines.18 19 20 21 22As if they had cast a spell, the promoters of vaccines have accomplished
something akin to mind control. The claims made about vaccines have become legend, and questioning the
validity of the claims, akin to heresy.

As I discovered when I began investigating right after my daughter was born, the claims of vaccines safety and
e�cacy are merely unsupported claims. They have no scienti�c ground to stand on. Yes, they will claim to be
“The Science”, to the point that there is zero e�ort by public health o�cials such as the Center for Disease
Control or the World Health Organization to cite the scientific studies substantiating their claims. The
expectation is that we should simply take their word for it.

.

22 https://nypost.com/2022/09/01/white-house-big-tech-colluded-to-censor-misinformation-lawsuit/
21 https://reason.com/2023/01/19/facebook-files-emails-cdc-covid-vaccines-censorship/
20 https://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/covid-19/health-departments/addressing-vaccine-misinformation.html
19 https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/a-new-resource-for-fighting-vaccine-misinformation/
18 https://www.ama-assn.org/press-center/press-releases/ama-urges-social-media-companies-combat-vaccine-misinformation

17 https://www.amazon.com/Dissolving-Illusions-Disease-Vaccines-Forgotten/dp/1480216895/
16 https://www.who.int/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/immunization-coverage
15 https://wondrouslove.substack.com/p/modern-medical-system-death-cult
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“Trust us,” they say, “We ARE The Science”!
Wewere told there was a dangerous virus that would kill 2% of the population, yet we were not given the data
set from which this mathematical model was created. In fact, the model that precipitated the planet wide
lockdowns, created by Neil Fergison, was later revealed to be fraudulent. When they told us we had to
lockdown to “�atten the curve” shouldn’t we have demanded they “show us the evidence”?

We were told that the PCR process “covid test” could detect the SARS-CoV-2. This test was used to
quarantine healthy people; to determine whether or not a patient with pneumonia-like illness could receive
standard oxygen treatments or not; to determine whether a free man or woman could travel or work. It was
used to classify deaths as caused by “covid”, and to drive up the covid “infection” numbers. People were scared
into believing that when they “tested positive for covid” they might die. In fact, according to the Center for
Disease Control (CDC), there was no viral genome used in creating the PCR “covid test”. 23What this means is
that the test had never been validated to determine if someone had so called “Covid-19” or not. No genome. No
transmission experiments. No validation. It was a test of nothing… and miraculously the flu disappeared. Think
about that.When they told us they had a “covid test” that we would have to take to go to school or work or
church, shouldn’t we have demanded they “show us the evidence”?

We were told that we should wear a mask to stop the spread. People were banned from church, shopping, or
medical care if they chose not to wear one. In fact, basic logic informs us of the futility of using a mask to block
particles said to be 1000x smaller than bacteria. The masks simply cannot filter something that small, not to
mention the gaps on every side flaring out with an exhale. Randomized controlled trials prior to 2020 always
resulted in no benefit from wearing masks. No public health measure can be justified when there is no benefit.
When they told us we all had to wear masks, or maybe even two, shouldn’t we have demanded they “show us
the evidence”?

We were told that the only way to get back to normal would be if we got the covid vaccine. We were told that
the vaccine was safe and e�ective. Countless men and women were coerced into taking a jab to keep a job, or to
worship at their church. We were told we would be helping to save Grandma if we took the jab, and if that
wasn’t incentive enough, we could get a free burger and fries. In fact, the covid vaccines were never tested to see if
they stopped transmission. The ingredients were not disclosed. They were not tested for long term safety, and the
placebo arm of the moderna study was unblinded after 60– days at which time the placebo group was vaccinated,
effectively eliminating the scientific method from the study.When they told us the vaccines were safe and
e�ective, and would stop transmission, shouldn’t we have demanded they “show us the evidence”?

Why did we choose to “trust the science” and not demand that they actually show us the evidence, the
scienti�c evidence, meaning where they used the scienti�c method to prove their claims. Spoiler alert: their
claims were and still are unsubstantiated, meaning…they made it up. (learn more on page 23)

23 https://www.fda.gov/media/134922/download (page 42)
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The Virus Lie

Thanks to the fraud of 2020 and my obsession to learn what was really going on, I discovered how deep the lies
go. One of the BIG LIES is the Virus Lie. It is a shock to learn that the modern de�nition of “virus” as an
intracellular, replication-competent parasite, is also unsubstantiated…meaning there is no science to support
the claim that viruses even exist.24 The whole public health paradigm of contagion and scary little invisible
enemies that are out to randomly make us sick is unsubstantiated nonsense. The e�ects, however, are very real.
People are crippled with fear believing that they will be randomly attacked if they hug their grandson or
breathe fresh air.

Friends, this world view is not the world view as created by the Almighty, it is Satan’s world view and you have
the free will to live in that world if you choose. That world is only in your mind.

Imagine this —No virus = No vaccines = Nomulti-billion dollar industry that maims and kills people every
day. No more.

As one seeks the truth one will discover that the entire medical system is based on lies and inversions. Satan
enjoys inversions; it is one of his favorite forms of trickery. The medical system, and germ theory in general, is a
thought systemmeant to create victim consciousness; to create narratives that excuse us from taking
responsibility for our own health, ultimately separating us from our true nature as good beings made in the
image of God. We are encouraged to hand over our God created bodies to the priests in white coats, allowing
them, our idols, to decide our fate with their knives and poisons. We do this, blatantly violating the second
commandment from Exodus 20 regarding making false gods and idols and bowing down to them.

We have been tricked into believing that God’s Earth is a random and dangerous place. Imagine how harmful it
is, spiritually and physically, to believe that illness is just bad luck as opposed to what is actually true, which is
that illness is your body's healing time to expel toxins and to request nourishment. Consider the narratives of
fear and destruction that are taken for granted in modern culture. Consider that it all may be inversions of the
truth or outright lies.

24 https://www.fluoridefreepeel.ca/what-the-hell-is-going-on/
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Why do we get sick? What causes Disease?
The fact is, illness doesn’t come from your genes or from an “invisible enemy” virus, but rather from insane
thoughts such as these, from poisoning, and from starvation (material, emotional and spiritual). It is essential
that we cease looking to a doctor to �x our health problems and instead take responsibility for our health.

Disease is the body’s healing response. It is how the body detoxi�es and repairs. It is how the body maintains
our health. The body will be healthy if given half of a chance. But we have to stop poisoning ourselves with
toxic thoughts, beliefs, situations, frequencies and material substances. We have to begin to nourish ourselves
properly and detoxify and recover from the absolute garbage that Satan has tricked us into putting everywhere
in our environment.

We are being poisoned in our water, our air, by processed foods, meats, fruits, vegetables, milk, baby formula,
fragrances, cleaning products, herbicides, pesticides, medicines, vaccines, Wi�, Bluetooth and cell phone
radiation etc. etc. etc. If we are to thrive with God, we have to wake up to the reality that mankind is being
poisoned everywhere, intentionally. Stop thinking that someone else has made sure that it is all safe. They
haven’t. In fact Satan has in�ltrated the 3 letter agencies that are supposed to “keep us safe” with psychopathic
executives from the industries and companies they are meant to protect us from.25 26 27 Money is the carrot.
The means are a combination of compartmentalization, where employees don’t know the big picture they are
contributing to, coupled with psychopathy at the top.

If we are to thrive, we must open our eyes. We must stop playing the victim role and instead choose to become
victors in our lives. We must become responsible. Only then will we, with the help of God, discover what being
healthy truly is. This will require abandoning all of the germ theory nonsense we have been indoctrinated with
our whole lives.

Research Terrain Theory of Disease.28 29 30 Research German NewMedicine.31 Research Dr. Jerry Pollack and
EZ water,32 and Veda Austin33. Research Bruce Lipton and the Biology of Belief.34 The materialistic world view
is dead wrong. Our thoughts, our beliefs, our intentions, and the frequency they hold are what heals.

34 https://www.brucelipton.com/
33 https://www.vedaaustin.com/videos
32 https://www.pollacklab.org/
31 https://www.learninggnm.com/
30 https://terrainthefilm.com/
29 https://drsambailey.com/terrain-therapy/
28 https://www.westonaprice.org/health-topics/notes-from-yesteryear/germ-theory-versus-terrain-the-wrong-side-won-the-day/

27 https://icandecide.org/press-release/ican-obtained-documents-reveal-cdc-refuses-to-purge-its-conflicts/
26 FCC, Captured Agency https://ethics.harvard.edu/files/center-for-ethics/files/capturedagency_alster.pdf
25 https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/chd-wins-case-fcc-safety-guidelines-5g-wireless/
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Everything in God’s Earth is Designed to Help Mankind Survive and Thrive
We interact with everything around us and everything around us responds to us. Water responds to us and
within us. What we tell ourselves really matters. Our thoughts, intentions, and the wordswe speak matter.

In the beginning was theWord, and theWord was with God, and theWord was God.
- John 1:1 KJV

And theWord was made flesh, and dwelt among us, (and we beheld his glory, the glory as of the only
begotten of the Father,) full of grace and truth. -John 1:14 KJV

Bacteria, fungus and even parasites show up to their favorite environments and serve to clean up messes, such
as our dead and dying tissue, or to munch up the aluminum in our bodies from a lifetime of toxic vaccines.
They are not the enemy, they are the helpers. In�ammation and fever are the body’s attempt to remove toxins.
If we adopt a detoxi�cation lifestyle we will give our body a chance to get rid of all the garbage it has been
frantically storing away in garbage bags throughout the body, unable to eliminate.

Stop blaming your ill health on genes or germs. Genes do not determine your health. Reorder the words used:
The word germ, like when seeds germinate, is life itself; The word virus, its original meaning, is poison.

We have been played, and we didn’t even know we were in a game:

● We have been tricked to think that we are born de�cient victims.God made a mistake so you’ve got to get
a vaccine into that deficient baby right away, to save them.

● We have been tricked to hate and fear “germs” which are life itself. You’d better sanitize your hands,
spray lysol on all surfaces, and take those antibiotics. God made a mistake so you’ve got to hurry up and kill
all that life!

● We have been tricked to believe in a new de�nition of an ancient word: You’re sick because you caught a
virus! Don’t go see grandma, you might give her a virus!
When in reality the de�nition never changed: A virus is poison. Poison does make people sick, but you
can’t cough on grandma and give it to her. You could put it in her water, however…or give her a cell
phone and bluetooth headphones and poison her that way.

Imagine how Satan relishes having tricked mankind into being afraid to be close to one another; afraid to sing
together; afraid to hug. Meanwhile he poisons us with 5G, Wi�, Bluetooth, glyphosate, countless toxins, and
most importantly, with fear. He convinces us to fear our natural seasonal detox (colds). He laughs when we
blame our illness on a non-existent pathogenic virus.

Have not I commanded thee, saying, Be strong and of a good courage, fear not, nor be discouraged?
for I the Lord thy God will be with thee whithersoever thou goest. -Joshua 1:9 1599 Geneva
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The True Function of Vaccines
Although the ingredients are available,35 many people do not know that the “viral” cultures used to make
vaccines are all grown using human fetal tissue36 37 and bovine (cow) fetal tissue.38 39 Many contain albumin
derived from human and animal blood, and all contain other poisons such as formaldehyde, aluminum and
mercury as indicated on the CDCwebsite, updated January 13, 202140 41.

We may naturally wonder why aborted human tissue, aborted cow tissue, donated human and animal blood
products, and other toxins such as aluminum or formaldehyde must be in all vaccines? Isn’t there another way?
Vaccinologists will claim that this is how e�ective vaccines are made; it is a long standing process. The mRNA
gene therapy platform posing as a Covid vaccine, however, utilizes a di�erent process and requires new
ingredients. As is evident by the unprecedented number of covid vaccine reactions and deaths reported in the
CDC https://vaers.hhs.gov database, it is clear that this new platform is even more toxic than traditional
vaccines.

In my opinion, the ONLY reason for utilizing aborted human and calf tissues, and human
blood in the production of vaccines is so that the product can be classi�ed in the heavenly court
as a blood ritual sacri�ce;

The only reason there are toxins in vaccines such as aluminum, formaldehyde, mercury, or
nanoparticle polyethylene glycol is so that vaccines will be sure harm and to kill people42.

Meanwhile, in the heavenly court…
The ingredients in vaccines, being what they are, are giving Satan the ability to claim thatmankind is
sacri�cing cow and human fetuses to him for perceived personal protection from sickness and death.

The fact that mankind accepts the death of previously healthy babies, children and adults as a result of
vaccination as justi�able collateral damage for perceived protection of the “herd”, is giving Satan the ability to
claim thatmankind is willingly and regularly making human sacri�ces to him for "the greater good".

Satan is claiming that the act of vaccination is a heinous form of idolatry as is described in the Old Testament.
It is the ritualistic worship of an object that is believed will o�er protection from sickness and death.

42 Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting Database https://wonder.cdc.gov/controller/saved/D8/D349F047
41 https://web.archive.org/web/20220122185049/https://www.vaccinesafety.edu/components.htm
40 https://web.archive.org/web/20220119135754/https://www.vaccinesafety.edu/components-Excipients.htm
39 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fetal_bovine_serum
38 https://www.science.org/doi/10.1126/science.abm1317
37 https://thehighwire.com/ark-videos/the-sobering-truth-about-aborted-babies-and-vaccines/
36 https://thehighwire.com/ark-videos/aborted-fetal-tissue-in-vaccines/

35

https://childrenshealthdefense.org/news/read-the-fine-print-vaccine-package-inserts-reveal-hundreds-of-medical-c
onditions-linked-to-vaccines/
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This practice of sacri�cing people regularly, mostly babies & children, to protect the
community is identical to tribal sacri�ce of people into the mouth of the volcano to

protect the tribe from volcanic eruptions.

Through the practice of vaccination, mankind has made a deal with the devil:
The intention is to gain worldly protections.
The o�ering is regular blood sacri�ce.

● Mankind stands accused of using human babies ritually sacri�ced for use in the creation of an
injectable serum to gain perceived protection from disease and death.

● Mankind stands accused of willingly sacri�cing, albeit randomly, the lives of men, women and
children, caused by “unavoidable” vaccine reactions, for the perceived greater good of the collective.

● Mankind stands accused of idolatry by injecting a prophylactic serum derived from human and animal
ritual sacri�ce to gain perceived protection from disease and death.

He that sacrificeth unto any god, save unto the Lord only, he shall be utterly destroyed.
-Exodus 22:2043

Joining the Satanic Cult
Satan is claiming that when we partake in the sacri�cial serums (aka. vaccines), we agree to become a part of his
cult; We are choosing to worship him…and it doesn’t matter if we didn’t intend to.

Our initiation and a�rmation is consecrated by our willing receipt of the trifecta Satanic sacrament of
vaccination:

1. When we choose to vaccinate, we a�rm and endorse the use of sacri�ced human babies,
bovine calves, and blood in the ritualistic creation of a serum we call vaccines.

2. When we choose to vaccinate, we a�rm and endorse the harming and killing of men women
and mostly children resulting from vaccine adverse reactions as a justi�able sacri�ce to gain
what we believe will lead to “herd immunity”.

3. When we choose to vaccinate, we are willfully engaging in idol worship. We believe that by
injecting a pharmaceutical drug we will be saved from future disease and death. We believe that it is not
God who saves, but rather a sacramental serum in a syringe that will save us.

43 https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Exodus+22%3A20&version=KJV
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Vaccine Injury, Death and Blood Ritual Sacri�ce
It is important to be honest with oneself.The vast majority of people who “believe” in vaccines have never
investigated the ingredients or the methods used to create vaccines, nor have they investigated the prevalence of
vaccine injury and death. The CDCmakes this information available, but people do not look. They just
believe. They trust.

I’m sure you have heard that “vaccine injury is 1 in a million”44. Well, the evidence shows that injury and death
are much more prevalent.45 46 It is important to note that vaccines are given to healthy people. They are given
to babies in the �rst 24 hours of life. I repeat, babies, children, men and women who receive vaccines are not
sick and do not require medical care. They receive a vaccine because they, or their parents, believe it will prevent
future illness and death.

We are told by the pharma-medical establishment that everyone has to participate in vaccination so we can get
to “herd immunity”. But in order to attain that “goal” we are going to kill and maim, with the “unavoidably
unsafe” vaccines,47 many previously healthy people. Really think about this. Even if only 1 in a million people
died or were injured from a vaccine, what kind of people are we that would accept that? Where is our respect
for the sanctity of all the lives of men, women and children made in God’s image. Who are we to say it’s okay to
harm and kill a person or two per million so that the collective will bene�t? Those injured and killed are
someone’s baby, someone’s mother, someone’s father, someone’s sister or brother. Their lives matter. They
were previously healthy, and a vaccine harmed or killed them. Really think about what it means to live in a
society that accepts that. How wicked that is. All done based on a belief that vaccines save lives.

Vaccination IS blood ritual sacri�ce, just like we read about in the time of Moses in the Book of Exodus as
well as in the Book of Judges when the Israelites turn away from God, making sacri�ces to Baal.

In the New Testament, however, Yeshua (Jesus) is the final sacri�ce. He is the High Priest, entering into the
Holiest of Holies with the sacri�ce of His blood for the many. As is written in Hebrews 8 and 9, there is no
sacri�ce more perfect than His own48. Therefore, engaging in any form of ritualistic blood sacri�ce, for a
Christian, is an act of apostasy; and abandonment of one’s faith. Satan has tricked many into accepting the
abomination of vaccination as “good”. It is time to right this wrong. It’s time to repent and sin no more.

To further explore this topic, read “Communion, Blood Sacrifice & Vaccines”.49

49 https://wondrouslove.substack.com/p/communion-blood-sacrifice-and-vaccines
48 Hebrews 8 & 9 https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Hebrews%208&version=KJV
47 https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMp1102182
46 https://digital.ahrq.gov/sites/default/files/docs/publication/r18hs017045-lazarus-final-report-2011.pdf
45 https://wonder.cdc.gov/controller/saved/D8/D349F047
44 Fauci states “less than 1 in a million” https://youtu.be/oTZHSVzuNEs?si=JUoOaAOiKYQTseVE&t=213
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If after reading the past several pages it is on your heart to repent for participating in the practice of
vaccination, consider utilizing the process I have included below. Originally published in February of 2023.50

Prayer and Puri�cation for the Vaccinated
This is a prayer and puri�cation process dictated by the Almighty as a remedy for the vaccinated and for those
who have vaccinated their children.

First: Prayer.

I confess to Almighty God that I have sinned. I come to God with a humble heart
knowing now how wicked the Satanic Sacrament is. I see now, with open eyes, that
I misplaced my trust in vaccines and failed to see clearly that I was willingly
participating in the worship of Satan.

I renounce Satan and all of his works. I ask the Almighty for forgiveness. I reclaim
my soul and the souls of my children from Satan.

I am a child of God. Satan has no claim over me or my children.We are protected by
the blood of Christ and we declare this to be so.

We praise the Lord for allowing us to see where we have erred and we humbly thank
the Lord for forgiving us.

And so it is and will ever be.

50 https://wondrouslove.substack.com/p/prayer-and-puri�cation-for-the-vaccinated
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Second: Purification.

Go to a natural body of water or a stream and recite the prayer over the waters.
Take the water with both hands and splash it over your face and over the faces of your childrenwhom
you had previously vaccinated.

Say:

With this water I am (You are) cleansed from the vile impurities of the vaccines.

I am freed from any claim Satan has over me or my children.

May this living water, which the Almighty has blessed today,
Restore my body/our bodies to health and vitality
So that with the gift of health I (We) may glorify God
And do His work to restore mankind's right relationship with the Lord
And end, with Finality, Satan's claim over mankind and this realm called Earth.

I (We) belong to the Lord.

The Lord has granted us dominion over this realm, Earth.

I (We) renounce Satan and all his works.

I (We) ask the Lord to guide us to restore His will in Earth as it is in Heaven.

I (We) declare this day my (our) emancipation day from any claim Satan had over me
(us).
The chains are broken,
I am (We are) free from the clutches of Satan.

I (We) rest in the Shadow of the Almighty who is kind and merciful.

And so it is and will ever be.
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Virology has no science to stand on, it never did.
The information refuting vaccinology, virology, and the germ theory of disease is extensive, irrefutable and
readily available.51 52 53 54 55 56 Perhaps not everyone has yet encountered this information, but in my experience,
even when people are presented with the facts, they react so emotionally to the upset of their worldview that
they simply cannot look at the evidence. Acknowledging such a BIG lie is di�cult.

This BIG virology lie has been going on for over 70 years. In the HIV era, the Perth Group,57 who also
authored the book “HIV, a Virus Like no Other” did compelling work to debunk and dismantle virology. But
the virus machine was too big to disrupt; there was money to be made, drugs to be sold, people to kill.

Now in the post covid era, many more people have done the work to understand the fraud of virology, and the
truth is spreading. It is understandable that the average person simply assumes virology is legitimate because
they have been told their whole lives that pathogenic viruses exist and make people sick. It is understandably
di�cult to consider that the pathogenic viruses we’ve been told cause disease have never been shown to exist. If
you don’t exist, you certainly cannot cause disease.

But what about Polio?
The big disease people cannot comprehend is not caused by a virus is polio. But when you dig in and �nd the
evidence, you discover that the use of the insecticide DDT, sprayed on parks and beaches and on children in
those parks and on those beaches in the early 1950s, is correlated with the summer polio “outbreaks”.

Interestingly, DDTworks by “disorganizing the nervous system” of pests58, perhaps children too. However, by
blaming the episodes of paralysis in children on a “highly contagious” virus, people didn’t look for toxic
exposures as the cause of disease. Other toxic exposures such as arsenic & vaccines, coupled with malnutrition
would have created a perfect storm for paralysis following DDT exposure. But the average parent probably just
blamed the neighbor kid for spreading the disease because: “it’s a virus!”

The polio vaccine was licensed in 1955 and within 2 years polio was drastically reduced59. But what the World
Health Organization fails to mention, in its uncited webpage devoted to polio, is that the diagnostic criteria for
a case of polio was changed once the vaccine was licensed. Prior to 1954, any child with paralysis was counted
as a case of polio, but post polio vaccination, the criteria for a case of polio was rewritten to a more stringent

59 https://www.who.int/news-room/spotlight/history-of-vaccination/history-of-polio-vaccination
58 https://www.britannica.com/science/DDT
57 https://www.theperthgroup.com/
56 https://theendofcovid.com/
55 Settling the virus debate: https://andrewkaufmanmd.com/settling-the-virus-debate/
54 https://drtomcowan.com/blogs/the-new-biology-learning-center/the-foundations-and-flaws-of-viral-theory
53 https://drsambailey.com/resources/
52 https://viroliegy.com
51 Patrick Timpone interviews Dr. Tom Cowan & Dr. Andrew Kaufaman https://www.bitchute.com/video/Miez1NuvQzUx/
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diagnostic criteria where the duration of paralysis must exceed 60 days to be classi�ed as paralytic polio.60

Consequently, the “cases” of polio dropped drastically while simultaneously, DDTwas quietly eliminated
from use in the late 1950’s and 1960’s as it was regulated by the U.S. Department of Agriculture.61 Public
awareness of DDTs harmfulness to the environment was brought to public attention in the 1962 publication
of “The Silent Spring” by Rachel Carson, although, perhaps intentionally, little was mentioned in the book
about harms to humans.

The BIG lies, hiding in plain sight
It is easy to believe everything one is told and it is di�cult to see a BIG lie. We are communal animals. We need
to belong to a group. If the group believes in a speci�c worldview, even if the worldview is repressive, limiting,
or obviously untrue, it is di�cult to go against it. The truth is, we can be quite comfortable with our distorted
worldview and our pride simply won’t allow us to admit that we may have been duped.

So…
Many choose to remain IGNORant.
Many choose not to trust their intuition, nudging them with an inner knowing that something isn’t right.
Many choose not to ask questions or investigate.
Many fear being an outsider.

Instead of asking questions and having a healthy skepticism, it is most common for people to simply "believe",
based on faith, not facts, whatever the majority believes. People choose to “trust the science” as dictated by the
priest in the white lab coat on the TV. They choose to blindly trust the medical system, the media, and the
government. They simply go along with the consensus.

Perhaps, it is too di�cult to comprehend that doctors or the media or the government may be propagating lies.
Why would they lie? How could so many good people be “in on it”? Well, all of those good people are not in
on it. They are merely doing a job, reporting or repeating what they have been taught. They all trust, like most,
that someone else actually did legitimate work to validate the claims. Their jobs depend on them continuing to
do what they have been doing. Even if a doctor or nurse begins to see that what they were taught in medical or
nursing school may not be true, what can they do about it? They have student loans and a mortgage to pay.
They are people. They lack faith. They have to keep up with their lives and their lives “depend” on the
paycheck their job gives them. This is why we cannot expect that the medical “professionals” are going to do
the right thing when they discover that they are propagating lies and maiming and killing people.

61 https://www.epa.gov/ingredients-used-pesticide-products/ddt-brief-history-and-status
60 Dissolving Illusions by Dr. Suzanne Humphries and Roman Bystrianyk, Chapter 12
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The “Father of Lies” Has Managed to Deceive All Nations
This is why it is up to all men and women to grow up and do their own investigation. Explore the possibility
that most, if not all, we have been taught by the centralized systems may be false. Using the covid era as
evidence, having witnessed �rst hand the level of censorship of true information, it is clear to me that Satan is
unjustly using the centralized systems of media, education, �nance, government and medical to trick and
deceive mankind.

Satan has minions at the top. As George Carlin said, “There’s a BIG club, and you ain’t in it”.62

The world is not what it seems, and it is only through prayer and a true wish to know the truth that any man or
woman can begin to be unblinded. The �rst step is to take responsibility for your life - all aspects. You are a
victor, not a victim. Analyze what it is you actually know, and separate that in your mind from what you
thought you knew, but in fact were only taught. Cling only to what you know to be true. Cease placing your
faith in the systems of the world to inform you of what is true, to make decisions for you, or to “keep you safe”.
Commit to speaking the truth only when you actually know something. Remain open when you actually do
not know.

Through this process, you will �nd a saner, more grounded existence.

Trust your own eyes. Trust your intuition. Pray without ceasing.

62 George Carlin clip https://youtu.be/Nyvxt1svxso?si=RuHXNrzkEVZndOGa&t=194
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One World Religion
Mankind, by their blind faith in vaccination and the medical system at large, has created a “one world religion”, a
covert religion I call “the cult of Scientism”63. The god of this cult is Satan, the father of lies. This cult managed to
shut down the entire planet in 2020 based on a claim that a never identi�ed, never isolated, so-called virus was
making people sick, and that both sick and well people could make other people sick by exhaling nearby. Absolutely
none of that was or is true. The germ theory of disease has been refuted, debunked and demolished. Contagion, as
we have been taught to fear, from shared air and utensils does not exist.64 Only Satan could trick us into believing
that we can make eachother sick.

What was real in 2020 was the fear that people experienced as the well orchestrated propaganda campaign was
shoved down people’s throats with hypnotic inverted spellcasting: “Safer Apart”, “Socially Distant”, “2 weeks to
�atten the curve”, “mask up to prevent the spread”. There was no evidence in the physical world of a disease
pandemic (which we can now con�rm with all cause mortality data from 2020), the only “evidence” was on the
boob-tube. The only pandemic was a pandemic of non-thinking caused by the well orchestrated Satanic fear
mongering.

The cult of Scientism propagates lies, while claiming to be scienti�c. For example, the o�cial mandate from the
CDC, government agencies etc. was to wear a mask and stay 6ft apart. We were told that by participating in this
odd, antisocial behavior, we would “keep people safe”. What we weren’t told is that virologists, by their own
admission, have never managed to �nd any respiratory virus in the lung secretions of a sick person, ever. This is why
viruses must be “grown” in a starved and poisoned “culture medium” of monkey kidney cells and bovine calf serum
in order to “�nd” them. So… process this (slowly): Even the most high-tech medical equipment cannot detect virus
in the lung secretions of a sick person ever, but we were told an exhale from less than 6 feet away could infect us with an
invisible enemy and make us sick, especially if other people weren’t wearing a mask.

The beliefs of the cult of Scientism, the one world religion, are not logical. God gave us minds to use, but Satanic
trickery is e�ective at obscuring the truth, manipulating our goodness and willingness to help, and using our pride
against us. It was made clear to us in 2020 that we were not to question the belief of the cult, because those who
were questioning were labeled as dangerous conspiracy theorists, were ridiculed, censored, lambasted and ostracized.
We were to do what we were told. We were to “trust the science”. We were to comply.

The Covid-19 pandemic was a fraud of epic proportions: a well planned, well rehearsed, fraud. It was rehearsed in
2019 at “Event 201”, sponsored by Johns Hopkins University and the Gates Foundation, to coordinate all
stakeholders, from government to media to medical to �nance, in order to create a uni�ed response with uni�ed
messaging and elimination of dissent.65 Watch the Event 201 highlight reel, especially “Segment 4 - Communications

Discussion and Epilogue Video” to see how similar the event was to how the covid scamdemic of 2020 played out.66

66 https://youtu.be/LBuP40H4Tko?si=nHLwttAdkEWV7eY1
65 https://centerforhealthsecurity.org/our-work/tabletop-exercises/event-201-pandemic-tabletop-exercise#scenario
64 https://viroliegy.com/2021/10/03/the-infectious-myth-busted-part-1-the-rosenau-spanish-flu-experiments-1918/
63 Modern Medical System=Death Cult https://wondrouslove.substack.com/p/modern-medical-system-death-cult
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No Virus, No Pandemic
Looking at all cause mortality in 2020, there was no pandemic as there were no excess deaths. The pandemic
was generated through false covid positive tests broadcast on the daily news. The covid death numbers were
manufactured by CDC policy which instructed hospitals and coroners to label deaths inappropriately as
“covid” deaths. People experienced the idea of a pandemic because of fear, isolation, and masking which gave
the psychological impression that there was a pandemic. The so-called “covid” test, a PCR process, was used to
manufacture false positives, and drive up “cases”.67 This so called test was never validated to detect a sars cov-2
virus that caused illness because, according to the CDC buried deep in this document on page 42,68 “no
quantified virus isolates of the 2019-nCoV are currently available.” Yes, you read that correctly, they made a test
for something they had never isolated and used that test to manufacture cases that disrupted the entire world.69

The PCR test, by running a high cycle threshold, was able to consistently manufacture false “positives” which
manufactured fear, prevented healthy people from going to work or to church, and increased the covid case
running total. Go to the CDCwebsite or that of the WHO for “o�cial” information about virus or covid and
you will see that they never bother to include scienti�c citations for their claims, like I have done for you here.
Are they exempt from substantiating their claims with facts?

Not only were positive “covid” tests used to lock people in their homes in quarantine, but worse, they were
used as an excuse to treat sick patients with pneumonia-like illness with “emergency use” drugs and procedures
like Remdesivir and Ventilators that actually killed them.70 71 These sick men and women were denied
treatment that would have normally been used for patients with their symptoms, all based on a “positive”
nonsense test.72 People died in hospitals because of neglect and malpractice while hospitals were paid 20%more
for “covid” patients, as established in the Cares Act, from $13,000 to $40,000 per patient.73 When patients
died, hospitals and coroners were instructed to label the death as being a Covid-19 death even if the death was
caused by something else.74 75 This is how they manufactured Covid-19 deaths and how the �u magically
disappeared.76

76 Deborah Bix states “We no longer have flu” - https://www.bitchute.com/video/4gMpMt8sSTRw/
75 Deborah Birx explains Covid-19 death counting - https://www.bitchute.com/video/FG7fj08v2D2W/
74 CDC Guidance for Certifying Deaths due to COVID-19 https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data/nvss/vsrg/vsrg03-508.pdf
73 https://www.kff.org/uninsured/issue-brief/estimated-cost-of-treating-the-uninsured-hospitalized-with-covid-19/

72 Covid Nurse Speaks:
https://odysee.com/@videosean:7/20210915Smedicalaffairssenatesubcommittee11529-1-1:e

71 Erin Marie Olszewski https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UIDsKdeFOmQ
70 Nicole Sirotek NY Covid Nurse Speaks: https://thehighwire.com/ark-videos/whistleblower-nycs-covid-nightmare/
69 Dr. Andrew Kaufman explains rtPCR test https://youtu.be/3TWLuo-8H98?si=l4GHN1YkQahWkztX&t=486
68 Page 42 https://www.fda.gov/media/134922/download
67 Fauci explains cycles and false positives https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a_Vy6fgaBPE&t=260s
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It is alleged by many that the UKHealth Service purchased excessive amounts of Midazolam, an end of life
drug, that was used in care homes in 2020 on people who “tested positive for covid”. This would have killed
patients who actually weren’t dying and would have served to manufacture covid death numbers.77 78

The entire covid scam was an absolute horror show that only Satan and his minions could have
designed. God’s children cannot comprehend the level of psychopathy that exists, and the single minded
determination that plots and schemes to deceive mankind. Our incomprehension is our blind spot.
Unfortunately, much of mankind fell for the covid scam. They got hyped up with fear and then they ran and
got vaccinated based on blind faith that this serum of unknown ingredients would “save” them from covid.
Even those who didn’t really want the vaccine were coerced to keep their job, or tricked into thinking they were
doing it for others. They weren’t informed that the vaccine was never tested to see if it stopped transmission.79

Those who didn’t fall for it were maligned, mocked, censored, ostracized, and ignored. They were left to watch
well over half of adult men and women lose their minds, lives, and possibly souls to the death cult. It was a
terrible time for those who knew we were being lied to. It was worldview shattering, and for me, it was,
thankfully, faith strengthening.

There is good news.
The good news from the spirit realm is that Satan didn’t trick enough people into taking his sacramental
vaccine. It seems as though it was a last ditch e�ort, and he didn’t get the numbers he needed. Fortunately for
mankind, there were enough men and women who said no, absolutely not, and they leaned on God and
continued to do His work. They didn’t give up on those who had mistreated, �red, ostracized, and insulted
them for speaking up or for not complying. Their lives may have changed, but their spirit wasn’t broken. Their
faith grew leaps and bounds and God rewarded them with strength and fortitude.

But you may not yet know that all I write is true. I don’t expect you to believe me. But if you wish to grow in
faith and seek the truth, you will open the references I have included in this document and you will come to
your own conclusions.

I encourage you to look at everything with new eyes. Through this lens:
There is a God. There is an adversary. The adversary, his demons and human minions are at work to deceive the
nations. Consider where you have been deceived?

79 Pfizer admits having not tested vaccine to stop transmission - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mnxlxzxoZx0

78 Dr. Mike Yeadon, former CEO of Pfizer, speaks about Midazolam
https://www.bitchute.com/video/KIu0XdQDf46w/

77 John O'Looney, a funeral director in UK, shares his observations
https://www.bitchute.com/video/y6ij0tWXMHmv/
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Seek the Truth For Yourself
Friends, now it’s your turn. As you do your own investigation and spend time in prayer, you will discover for
yourself that all I have written here is veri�able. You will likely experience feelings of denial and you will
de�nitely go through a mourning period. It is the mourning of the world you thought you lived in and the
regret for any way in which you were tricked into participating in any number of Satan’s scams, including
vaccination and the so-called “covid pandemic” debacle.

When you begin to see the satanic inversions in the world, the layers of trickery, you will be struck that you
didn’t see them before. You will be seeing with new eyes; hearing with new ears. You will realize that what the
Bible says IS true. You will see how the good intentions of people have been used against them. You will see
how Satan divides us to conquer us. You will see the creation of endless narratives of war, crisis, �ghting, and
any kind of general nonsense designed to generate fear and division. Fear is the food of demons.

Howmany times in the Bible does God command: “Fear Not” or “Be not afraid”?

Take heart, it will take some time to process how deeply the lies go. Know that the father of lies has been hard
at work. It will take time to dig yourself out of the mental excrement you have been indoctrinated with. The
centralized systems we have put our trust in have served to do one thing, and one thing only: to enslave the
minds of man.

In time, God will make you strong and will clean up your mind. God will help you to see. But you have to be
willing to humble yourself; you have to be willing to grow; you have to be willing to forgive yourself; you have
to be willing to empty your mind and turn to God. Turn to God.

Stop looking for someone else to tell you what to think and simply start thinking. You must emancipate
yourself frommental slavery. No one else can do it for you. The mind is a gift from God, use it wisely.

Persevere, dear ones. On the other side, you will be blessed with peace. On the other side, you will discover that
God designed this realm to help you to be joyful, beautiful and free. God designed this realm to be a place for
you, His beloved creation, to grow, learn, love, experience, create, dance, play and sing. You are here to live. You
are here to glorify God. There is nothing to fear. There is no invisible microbe coming to attack you. Simply
know that you rest in the shadow of the Almighty. Nothing else is more important than that.

Godspeed.
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Trial in the Heavenly Court

Understanding the role mankind is playing in Satan's case before the Lord:
Howmedicine, fear, and idolatry are used to accuse us.

This entire document, written by Colleen Palmer, can be found in PDF format at:
http://colleenpalmerconsulting.com/trial-in-the-heavenly-court.pdf

and here:
http://withcolleen.com/docs/trial-in-the-heavenly-court.pdf

Portions of this Article are Published onWondrous Love’s Substack:
https://wondrouslove.substack.com/p/the-short-of-it-is

Contact: wondrouslove@pm.me
Donations: paypal.me/withcolleen
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